Structural dynamics of the acetylcholine binding protein: hydrodynamic and fluorescence anisotropy decay analyses.
Recently, several crystal structures have become available for the acetylcholine binding protein (AChBP), a soluble nicotinic receptor extracellular domain (ECD) surrogate in its unliganded state, as well as in complex with agonists and antagonists. In these studies we sought to better understand how the dynamic receptor ECD surrogate from Lymnaea stagnalis behaves in solution, with and without ligand present. To accomplish this, we studied first the overall size and shape of the macromolecule, using hydrodynamic (sedimentation) techniques, and how these parameters were perturbed by the binding of various ligands. Analysis of sedimentation and frictional coefficients indicated that bound alpha-bungarotoxin (a three-fingered peptide toxin) is not oriented as a rigid body extending radially from the cylinder of the protein but, rather, that the toxin has inherent segmental flexibility such that it has a limited effect on the frictional coefficient of the pentamer. These results were supported by anisotropy decay studies of segmental motion of the toxin when free in solution and bound to AChBP. We selected the C-loop of AChBP, a region where ligand-elicited changes in conformation are substantial, and studied neighboring regions at higher resolution in terms of alpha-carbon backbone flexibility by decay of fluorescence anisotropy. Several single cysteine substitutions were labeled selectively with the fluorescent probe MTS-4-fluorescein. The covalently conjugated mutants, at two sites on the C-loop (S182C, D194C), and one on the opposing side of the subunit interface (Y164C), revealed similar alpha-carbon backbone flexibility with no ligand present but underwent distinctive changes in backbone mobility after ligand binding. At the sites we studied on the C-loop, agonists always segregated together in terms of their effects on backbone mobility; however antagonists did not reveal a similarly conserved pattern. At Y164C, however, we did observe segregating effects on backbone flexibility between agonists and antagonists. As a structural and functional surrogate of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, the AChBP reveals ligand-mediated changes in conformation, mimicking that of the receptor.